MODULAR BARRIER GUARDS

Self-supporting guards are designed for a variety of pumps and rotating equipment applications. They are commonly used to guard tail sections on conveyors.

EASY TO INSTALL
- Self-supporting structure
- Customized for each application
- No welding or cutting required
- Sets up easily with modular bolt-together design

EASY TO MAINTAIN
- Guards remove in seconds for equipment access

BUILT TO LAST
- Heavy-duty steel construction
- Powder coated for increased durability

CUSTOMIZE YOUR BARRIER GUARDS WITH ANY OF THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS:
- Service/Inspection Doors: Access smaller areas for inspection or maintenance (with proper procedures in place)
- Handles: Ergonomically friendly handles for easy removal of guard
- Laser Cut Identification: Easily reference equipment when performing maintenance tasks
- Access Doors: Full entry to key areas (when proper procedures are in place)
- Signs: Standard and custom signs can be added to visually convey safety messages
- Black Mesh: Improves visibility and allows for the use of touchless measuring devices